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Introduction 

 

Apseudoism is defined as, the belief that reality 

and the afterlife are relative to the individual. This 

is much like time. Because time is relative to your 

location, your altitude, and even by your age or 

state of mind! So then, why shouldn't your 

perception of reality and your fate in the afterlife 

be the same? 

 

In the nonlocal reality dimension, time and space 

doesn't exist. This is considered to be an outisde 

dimension, separate from time and space. This is 

often considered to be the realm where all things 

happen at one time, where the laws of physics 

break down and allows for unlimited insight! 

Maybe it's the Otherside.  

 

The Otherside, from what I learned by reading 

books by Silvia Browne, is the spirit world. 

Although, physicists call it the nonlocal reality. 

 

You control everything about yourself and your 

life, so don't be afraid to do what YOU want! The 

author of “Choose To Live!” is a friend of mine, 

and she says that you should get what YOU want. 



Don't let anyone tell you how to live, or how to 

think, because you are number one in your life! 

 

There are places in outerspace where time will 

stand completely still. And once you enter the 

point of no return, that's where space and time 

cease to exist... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Nature of Relativity. 
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The General Theory of Relativity says that 

everything, including time and space, are relative! 

Space is often bent and curved to form gravity, 

while gravity keeps a body in motion to form an 

orbit. All things in space and time move along 

with everything else in the Universe as a result of 

gravity and orbits. 

 

Time is relative to your location, your altitude, 

your age, and even your state of mind! Physicists 

are starting to unravel the mystery of the 

nonlocal reality, which is what I believe would be 

the afterlife. Time and space cease to exist in this 

plane, while it is still a state of consciousness. 

This is where every moment happens at one time; 

past, present and future, with no linear time or 

focus. 

 

 

 

 

 



To me, though, all of reality is relative to the 

individual. This means that everyone has their 

own perspective and perception of the Universe 

and the spirit world. Much like how scientists 

have uncovered the fact that no living or 

embodied being can know what the real world 

looks like, because some animals and insects see 

only in black and white with no shadows, or they 

may only see in thermal vision. There are also 

extradimensional planes, a higher state of 

existence with a higher vibrational frequency. 

This is pure consciousness! 

 

If you are an optimist, you will more than likely 

have no trouble breezing through life, and with a 

positive attitude no matter what kind of hardships 

come your way! You may not even have much 

hardship. Even if you did, you see the good in 

every situation, and good things happen to you. 

Most believe an optimist would go to Heaven, or 

that they will reincarnate as a rich prince or 

princess. But in all reality, the afterlife is easily 

shaped and influenced to serve as that person's 

personal Heaven or state of bliss. 

 

You have complete control of your own 



customized afterlife! Yes, that's right; your 

afterlife is fully customizable. It's better though to 

just leave your afterlife blank, because this is 

called Nirvana, or Moksha. This deathless state is 

pure bliss! The reason for this pure bliss is that 

while it is pure consciousness, it is pure energy. 

The term “Pure of Heart” comes into mind. He, 

who has a pure heart will almost certainly have a 

grip on their life and their reality! Imagine what 

their afterlife would be like. 

 

What does all of this have to do with relativity you 

ask? Because every action has an equal, and 

opposite reaction! This means that one person's 

happiness is another person's sadness. 

 

You just have to use the power of your free will to 

get what you want, without worrying about the 

other person's sadness. You have to focus on 

what YOU want, and only what you want. You 

have to focus your energy on one single thought, 

as your predominant thought that is! This 

organizes your mind, and everything will pull 

together. 

 

This is the true nature of reality. Just let your 



subconscious mind worry about what is random, 

or let it worry about the luck of the draw. Don't 

worry about how you are going to get what you 

want, because your subconscious mind will 

handle it. 

 

This is called the Transubconscious state of mind, 

where you balance both the conscious and 

subconscious mind. You don't ever have to worry 

about how you will go about something; keyword, 

'how'. Because your subconscious mind will 

handle the how, when, and where! Just focus on 

WHAT it is that you want. 

 

Relativity means that everything is connected. 

The Universe is a cosmic web, and I mean it 

literally that the  Universe is a big, giant and 

monstrous web! Air is a substance, a gas 

structure, so we are swimming in a sea of fluid-

like air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Empty space seems just like that, empty space. 

But, it's not! Because there are no empty parts of 

the Universe, and everything, including water and 

air are made of something, and without 

something, there would be nothing! But, there is 

no such thing as nothing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What Is Existence? 
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Existence is sometimes seen as being the only 

thing that exists, which precedes essence. Others 

believe that everything has an essence before it 

exists. But either way, all of existence is relative 

to the individual. The mind is a powerful thing, 

and using mere willpower is the most powerful 

force, because I've won games with pure will 

power alone! 

 

I once played a pro-wrestling video game from 

2006, in a Six-man Tornado Tag-Team Match with 

me and two good buddies. We were on the same 

team. But the funny thing is, it was also an 

elimination match. All of my buddies had been 

eliminated, and the computerized (or Non-player 

characters) still had all three members! Not a 

single opponent NPC was eliminated. I eventually 

won the game by myself, and I beat all three of 

the NPC's, despite my character's low-health, 

from sheer will power alone! My friends couldn't 

believe it. 

 



I also escaped a near-death experience by sheer 

willpower! You can do anything and everything 

you want if it is your will to do so. Don't ever give 

up, because you WILL win if you just hang on for 

one more moment! Keep telling yourself, 'one 

more step, one more step, one more step' until 

you reach your destination. 

 

Existence is pretty much left to the will of the 

individual. No matter can be created, nor can it 

ever be destroyed! All matter is recycled, so you 

never stop existing! You may not exist in the 

physical plane once you die, but you will certainly 

have an afterlife in the nonlocal reality. 

This nonlocal reality is pure consciousness, so do 

whatever you want with it! Hopefully you won't 

have to worry about that anytime soon. We all fear 

death at one point in our lives, but once you've 

died like I had, then you tend to be less afraid of 

dying. However, the thought of loved-ones dying is 

still scary... Help them find their way by telling 

them the truth about the afterlife, that all of 

reality and even the afterlife are controlled by one 

thing, and one thing only: Willpower! 

 

 



Willpower creates existence, and whoever 

created this reality had powerful willpower! If you 

need proof, then focus on one thing so intensified 

that you don't notice anything else around you. 

You see this through meditation, you see this 

through near-death experiences, and you see this 

through prayer. Existence is shaped by your own 

mind, particularly your own willpower, or free will. 

 

Existence has no definition, and it has no reality 

other than what you put out from your own mind. 

Nobody knows what existence is, but many have 

contemplated what it is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Perception is the Fifth Dimension of Spacetime. 
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Nobody has ever discovered how we perceive 

reality in the first place, especially since physics 

and chemistry don't make sense when we are told 

that a network of nerves and nerve impusles are 

what makes us conscious! 

 

But then, that's where I, the founder of 

Apseudoism, Joseph D. Smith come in with my 

Theory of the Fifth Dimension of spacetime! The 

theory that Perception is the Fifth Dimension.  

 

Without perception as the fifth dimension of 

spacetime, how would anyone have the ability to 

perceive or experience a conscious existence? 

Without the ability to perceive, then what is there 

to even experience? 

 

Perception is where I was when I suffered from 

clinical death by accidental overdose in 2009. Till 

this day, on Tue. Oct. 13
th
, 2015, this even has still 

gone unreported to any authorative body on 

health, such as medical doctors. I was trying real 



hard to get some sleep, because I suffered from 

an insane battle with insomnia! I had always 

freaked out when I ever had a lack of sleep. But 

when I woke up out of this state, I was freaked 

out in a whole, new way... It may have caused 

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, a.k.a PTSD! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



When I Was in a State of Limbo... 
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During my near-death experience I had no 

thoughts, no body, and no mind. The only thing I 

could do was hear people talking, maybe about 

whether or not I should live... or if I should die! I 

couldn't understand their language, probably done 

on purpose to keep me from knowing what they 

were saying. But I could also see the area around 

me while I layed in limbo, and it was the dimmest, 

darkest area of the Universe with only a very faint 

dust cloud that seemed to have extremely tiny 

glimmers, but not hardly bright enough to see! 

 

There is not much more to say, other than the fact 

that since I had no beliefs about the afterlife, my 

relative position within Apseudoism was in the 

most neutral state there could be! I started to 

come out of Limbo, and I could hear what 

sounded like Johnny Test, from Cartoon Network 

playing on the TV. But the TV wasn't even on, and 

the TV was still airing Adult Swim according to 

the time once I came out of that deathless state! 

 



There is no telling how long I was clinically dead, 

and nobody was there to experience it because 

they were fast asleep, unaware of the accident! I 

may still suffer from permanent brain damage. It 

is even worse when you are a high-functioning 

autistic individual, such as myself! 

 

I could feel myself going into a deep, dark and 

pitch black void, where it felt like I would never 

return and that I would keep going into that pit 

forever; that is, until I prayed to God, and told Him 

that I would be careful with my medication from 

now on. After pleading with him, I told myself that 

after I come out of this, I will go get a chocolate 

donut! But, I remembered we never had any 

chocolate donuts in the first place... 

 

I had no idea at first what had happened. I didn't 

realize that I was dead momentarily until I learned 

of it the next morning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



But I was lucky that God brought me back. Whn I 

was in the process of dying, I felt my organs 

shutting down, starting with my heart as it 

stopped beating. 

 

Then I felt my lungs stop breathing. My eyes were 

already closed and I couldn't move! I did have 

thoughts at that moment, but not when I went into 

Limbo. 

 

Limbo is not a fun place, so please! Have a belief 

about the afterlife, or you may not have much of 

one... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DMT In 3, 2, 1... … … 
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Experts say that you should leave a body dead for 

three days before you embalm and bury them, 

because they could still be alive! Some of you may 

now be afraid that you will feel everything they do 

to your body. 

 

Not so fast! While you are in the process of brain 

death, your brain is pumping your mind and body 

up with DMT, a natural psychedelic chemical 

found in most mammalian animals and brains that 

is thought to be what causes dreams and 

hallucinations. 

 

 

In this state, you will hallucinate and you won't 

feel anything that is going on, until your brain is 

finally dead, the final stage after clinical death. 

After this, you will experience a 'Deathless State'. 

 

The deathless state is where your body and brain 

is completely dead, but your consciousness still 

continues to exist! 



Your consciousness then implodes in on itself, 

much like how a massive star dies and implodes 

in on it's own gravity to form a black hole! But the 

puncture in space from an imploded 

consciousness wouldn't be all that noticable, 

unless their spirit was so strong that they cause a 

thunderstorm when they are dying or have died! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Imploding Consciousness. 
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It is discovered by the typical Apseudoist that at 

the very moment of brain death, your 

consciousness implodes in on itself, much like 

when a massive star dies in order to form a black 

hole! Black holes are pretty much when the 

gravity of a massive star is so immense, that it 

implodes in on itself, just becoming nothing but 

what is left of that star's gravity, as a region in 

space. 

 

Black holes are the gravity of what is left of a 

massive star that has already died and exploded. 

Only it's gravity is left, with a puncture and 

curviture of space and time! Also, once you cross 

the event horizon, time stands completely still... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Black holes have a singularity, a single point of 

infinite density! A living mortal could not pass 

through the singularity, because time and space 

cease to exist. The black holes are sometimes 

portals from this 3-dimensional plane, to the spirit 

world and vice-versa! 

 

Your conscious mind will still continue to exist, 

but it will be completely free of all laws of 

physics once it completely implodes in on itself! 

 

You will feel as though you are going through a 

black hole, but in the center, you paint your own 

life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What is so Special about Black Holes? 
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Black holes are the MOST destructive force 

known to the Universe, where it's gravity is so 

immense, that not even light can escape! Time 

and space around it are curved. Not just curved, 

but completely warped and stretched! 

 

It is often thought that all black holes have what 

is known as a singularity, a single point of infinite 

density. This point of infinite density is where 

time and space come to a complete end... Time 

stands completely still. 

 

Nothing can compare to a black hole! Black holes 

are the most scary thing to encounter... You can 

get close to the black hole and not see a single 

thing, because not even light will escape. It's 

difficult to know what lies within them just by 

looking from the outside. And at the same time, 

you know that you will never know what's inside 

unless you pass the event horizon, the point of no 

return! 

 



Once you pass the event horizon, you will know 

what goes on inside of it, but you will never be 

able to tell anybody else about it, all because not 

even light can escape from it's grip. 

 

I will be waiting for the day that we send in a 

probe! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Going Beyond the Singularity. 
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Apseudoists are often convinced that where 

space and time ends at the singularity, nonlocal 

reality or the Otherside begins! The Otherside or 

afterlife is easily influenced and controlled 

relative to the individual. 

 

You may choose to control your own reality, or you 

may choose to stay in the blissful Deathless-state. 

The hole that was punctured through your 

consciousness is pure bliss, what is also known 

as the Buddhist Nirvana. 

 

Beyond the singularity, your control over this 

reality is so significant! It's significant enough 

that you can make your own universe.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We all have our own personal worlds before we 

come here to Earth, which is your own personal 

planet on the Otherside. I once seen mine in an 

out of body experience! 

 

I once seen a planet where the sky was a 

macrocosm, rather than seeing planets and stars 

as just little dots! The sky was amazing and so 

beautiful. There was clear air with no pollution 

whatsoever! This world was highly technologically 

advanced society. 

 

My trip ended by my spirit circling the building. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What is Apseudoism exactly? 
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Apseudoism is the non-dogmatic, non-creedal 

religious philosophy that believes reality and the 

afterlife are relative to the individual. You exist on 

both this material or physical plane, while you 

simultanously exist on the Otherside. 

 

Apseudoists believe that all polar opposites, such 

as cold and hot, dark and light, must both be 

simultanously present in this current existence 

and reality. If they are not present, then the 

principle or object doesn't exist! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The beginning of the Universe cannot exist 

simultanously with the ending of the Universe, so 

there were never any beginnings, and there were, 

nor will there ever be an ending! 

 

Time and space exist together, the material plane 

exists together with the spirit world. Everything 

must exist together through polar opposites, 

otherwise the information doesn't exist! 

 

Apseudoism is simply the belief that reality and 

the afterlife are relative to the individual. All of 

the ideas presented in this book are just theories 

and thoughts that I wanted to share with you. The 

theories explained in this book are typical to new 

and old Apseudoists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Transubconscious State of Mind. 
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As explained in a previous chapter, there are two 

sets of minds in the brain; the conscious, which 

we are immediately aware of, and the 

subconscious which controls behavior and it 

controls the involuntary movements and actions 

in our body. 

 

The conscious mind is what you utilize to form 

ideas, while the subconscious mind controls your 

emotions and behavior. So you can see that there 

is more to the mind than just thoughts and ideas! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



You can control what you get and what you do by 

just worrying about WHAT you want, rather than 

HOW you will get it. Use the conscious mind to 

think about your desires, then just let the 

subconscious mind handle the HOW you will get 

what you want, and don't let your conscious mind 

worry about the HOW. 

 

You shouldn't try to control an outcome, because 

that is the subconscious mind's job! Let the 

random events be random, because the 

subconscious mind handles random events. 

 

Don't worry about the luck of the draw, because 

your subconscious mind already knows the best 

way to shuffle the deck! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Subconscious Mind's True Power! 
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The subconscious mind controls random events to 

your advantage. It's like when you roll dice. You 

try to control the dice by figuring out which way 

to throw them. Don't do that! Just throw them 

randomly, and the subconscious mind will more 

than likely make you win. 

 

All you have to do is worry only about getting the 

desired score, and think only about winning!  

 

Here is an example; 

 

You have two dice. You want to roll a seven. But, 

you shouldn't try to control the dice, because you 

need to let your subconscious mind focus on the 

roll and just throw the dice without thinking! Your 

subconscious mind handles all random events to 

make them orderly. Your subsconscious mind 

already knows what is going to happen, and it 

already knows what to do. 

 

 



The subconscious mind handles your emotions, 

your behavior, your dreams and also it handles 

your bodily functions. So, if you think about it, the 

Transubconscious state of mind is the true 

balance! All you have to do, is believe! 

 

Nothing is more rewarding than to balance your 

mind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



You Dream, I Dream, We All Dream! 
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I've heard that if you don't dream at night, then 

you are brain-dead. I believed that for many years, 

but recently I realized that if you were brain-dead, 

you wouldn't even wake up in the first place! 

 

I've also heard WAYYY to many times that if you 

die in your dreams, then you die in real life. Pfft! 

All I seem to dream about anymore is of me dying! 

Since I've died in my dreams several times 

althroughout my life, I know that wives tale is 

false. Don't worry about dying in real life when 

you dream that you die. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



There have been extreme cases though, where 

people had suffered a heart attack from so much 

distress and fright in their dreams, and ended up 

dying in both their dreams, and in real-life. Could 

you imagine dying while you are asleep, while 

also in a dream? I mean, what if you died in a 

dream? How would you know that you were truly 

dead when you weren't even awake when you 

died? How could you even document that death, 

since you can't currently see inside of someone's 

dreams?! 

 

Where do dreams come from? Oftentimes dreams 

are thought to be the result of DMT firing into your 

brain while you are asleep, or when you have 

halluncinations! DMT may be the very reason we 

even perceive reality! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How Do We Perceive Our Reality? 
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As mentioned, DMT may be the very reason why 

we even perceive our reality. It may be the reason 

why we are conscious for that matter! DMT is a 

natural psychedelic found in the brain. Some 

people extract DMT from DMT-producing plants, 

and they start hallucinating from smoking or 

snorting it! The hit is so powerful, that you often 

aren't ready for the trip and you may drop your 

pipe! 

 

I don't recommend using DMT as a way to get 

high, because the trips are often labeled as, 

'unpleasent'! And one of the good effects of the 

chemical is that the trip is short-lived. 

 

 

DMT is thought by some people to be in your penal 

gland, the gland where you would find your third-

eye. Heck, that might be why people even thought 

there was a third-eye in the first-place! But, sadly 

this isn't yet proven by science. 

 



But, as an Apseudoist, I know for sure that we do 

have a third-eye, and I know that science and 

religion can and does co-exist, because that's 

what Apseudoism does! Apseudoism combines 

religion with science. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What is Apseudoism Based On? 
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The biggest influence on Apseudoism is a mix of 

Existentialism, Absurdism, Nihilism, and even the 

form of Transcendentalism created by Ralph 

Waldo Emerson! It is based on more mixes of 

religions, such as; New Age, New Thought, 

Taoism, Discordianism(yes, I'm being serious), 

and even Gnosticism! 

 

Apseudoism is based on several philosophies! 

 

I changed my religion thousands of times in a 

month, just because I wanted only ONE religion. 

But the only problem was that I believed in most 

of the world's religins at the same time! I had to 

do something about it, and what I done was 

create my own religions that combined most of 

them. But even my own religions never covered 

everything! I couldn't bring myself to create a 

religion that already exists. If you have a religion 

that has no rules, then it is very, and I mean VERY 

similar to Discordianism, because Discordianism 

is COMPLETELY non-dogmatic(meaning they had 



no set beliefs). 

After much research, and especially after dream 

after dream of me dying, I came to the conclusion 

that reality and the afterlife is relative to the 

individual. I also discovered how our conscious 

minds implode when I had dreams of me being 

dead! I was swimming in a warped fluid, while it 

was a void at the same time! 

 

Apseudoism is especially based on the teachings 

of Eckankar, which is the most advanced 

understanding of the many realms, sounds, and 

the light of God! But, I don't believe in prophets, 

so I don't take the part of the Mahanta anybit 

serious. I also don't take the Living ECK Master 

very serious. 

 

But, Herold Klemp had great ideas, such as the 

fact that different non-tangible sounds, such as 

ear buzzing and ear ringing are actually different 

sounds of God, and each sound meant that you 

were at a certain state of mind and a certain 

stage of awareness! 

 

Some sounds are more advanced than others, 

each meaning what level of awareness you are at, 



and which God realm you were hearing. 

The teachings of the non-self from Buddhism is 

certainly intriguging! The fact that if you don't 

have a butt, then you can't push out your poop! 

And without your reproductive organs, you 

certainly couldn't flush out your pee! 

 

I love all responsible religions, whether they are 

tolerant or not. Just as long as you don't kill me or 

my family, or other innocent people, or if you don't 

hurt, abuse, or neglect anyone, I will accept you 

as being a responsible person. 

 

But no religion is immune from it's criminals... 

Even Apseudoism may have criminals when it is at 

it's peak as a religious-philosophy at any given 

time! 

 

If you think about it, since the majority of people 

in the United States of America are Christians, 

then guess what the majority of prisoners' 

religions are? 

 

If you live in an Arab country, the majority of 

criminals, or who they say are criminals, would be 

Muslims, and Singapore would have Buddhists as 



their majority of prisoners. 

I do, however have so much ambition to spread 

the love and wisdom of Apseudoism! If the 

majority of people in the world were Apseudoists, 

we would have more progress, with less war and 

less bickering! But yet, I do realize however that if 

the majority of people in the world were 

Apseudoists, then the majority of criminals would 

be Apseudoists! 

 

But, all of this criminal stuff doesn't matter. It's 

what you do with Apseudoism that's important! 

We believe in free will, but at the same time we 

acknowledge that there is also destiny. 

 

Having a purpose is the biggest priority, and 

Apseudoists are like Existentialists about how 

existence precedes essence, because we create 

and control our own essences! Yes-sir-ree! We do 

control our own destiny, and we control our own 

purpose in life. 

 

 

 

 

 



Exmaterialism 
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Exmaterialism is an old and outdated philosophy 

that I created, where the belief is that matter 

never ends. The deeper you go through a 

molecule, you will eventually come to the 

conclusion that there are an infinite amount of 

sub-atomic Universes! 

 

Exmaterialism is the belief that molecular levels 

never end, and that you will continue on and on, 

and on! You will never stop entering sub-atomic 

Universes. 

 

Apseudoism is the ultimate belief pertaining to 

reality and the Universe! Exmaterialism failed 

where Apseudoism prevailed, which is to balance 

religion (or spirituality) and science! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What Are Your Personal Views On Apseudoism? 
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I view the Universe more as a platform, rather 

than as a concrete thing or area. God is 

everything and nothing at the same time, leaving 

us humans in the middle in like a gray area. 

 

The gray area is my view on Apseudoism, which 

means that there is only one substance in this 

Universe, and that is pure energy! Nothing is truly 

separate from another, because like I said, 

Apseudoism tends to look at the gray area, where 

you actually control your reality with your beliefs 

and your willpower! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Black holes are portals to the Otherside, because 

at the singularity, the single-most point in the 

black hole, is where time and space break-down 

and the only logical explanation is that the 

afterlife lies beyond it! 

 

I want Apseudoism to be compliant with both 

religion and science! I hope for Apseudoism to be 

the Middleman or the balance between them. 

 

The afterlife is completely under your control, 

because it is relative to your state of mind or 

existence. The afterlife is pure consciousness, 

where you have no body unless you create one for 

yourself. Just know, though that you aren't likely 

to be able to touch things on Earth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



May you be blessed, forever. ~Joseph D. Smith, 

author and musician who is autistic. 


